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Caesarstone Porcelain embodies innovative properties 
that elevate each high-performing slab for the ultimate 
experience. Infinite possibilities open up for making the 
perfect personal statement with a captivating interplay  
of versatile colours, tactile textures, and dynamic 
movements. Appearance and practicality combine to  
give people the freedom to choose and the flexibility  
to create their dream space. 

Caesarstone Porcelain delivers a high degree of  
durability and strength for added safety and peace  
of mind that boosts dynamic living and creativity,  
indoors and outdoors.

By blending delicate beauty and reinforced strength, 
Caesarstone’s cutting-edge knowhow is packed  
into three physical properties that set the bar for  
porcelain worktops.

Caesarstone Porcelain sparks the imagination,  
taking a whole new turn with remarkable designs  
that are extremely hard-wearing, highly resistant,  
and exceptionally beautiful. These next-generation 
worktops reinvent surface design, expressing the  
world around us by unleashing the power and  
passion for design through innovation. 

Caesarstone Porcelain introduces three innovative  
properties that set the bar for porcelain worktops:

Your home. 
A new perspective.
Caesarstone Porcelain offers a new point of view. It marks a leap  
in technology, functionality, and design for premium surfaces.
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The Forward Design achieves striking colour schemes, 
bolder veins, palpable textures, and magnified patterns 
in breakthrough surfaces that are simple to care for 
and maintain, in Honed or Ultra Rough finishes that 
accentuate their design.
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The High-Heat Structure forms a resilient surface 
that is extremely resistant to high temperatures. 
The blend of natural ingredients secures UV 
resistance for outdoor use.
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A Fortified Frame provides an extremely hard surface, 
incredibly resistant to scratches, pressure, and cracks, 
enabling it to stand up to the most demanding high-
volume use.
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The Porcelain Collection presents a remarkable new 
aesthetic that is redefining kitchen countertops, with 
richer colours, bolder designs, larger patterns, and 
wonderful tangible textures for both interior and  
exterior applications. This was made possible through 
Caesarstone’s design expertise and an advanced  
slab production method that harnesses cutting-edge 
technology and stems directly from in-depth curation  
and research.

Work on the new collection involved a lengthy mapping 
phase, which started with a broad study of trends  
that encompassed not only kitchens, but also fashion,  
the home, colours, materials, and much more. Then  
the smaller details became the focus of attention,  
explains Mor Krisher, Caesarstone’s Chief Designer:

“Refining the arteries, working on the colours, and 
playing with the textures – a lot of work goes into  
every single detail until we achieve the perfect result.”

For example, the new collection exhibits a clear focus  
on bolder designs with delicate blue and green capillaries, 
dominant arteries that take on a romantic interpretation, 
resembling sea foam, and an industrial concrete look 
featuring warmer colours, among others.

“We took the stone back to its roots – to a raw, warm, 
earthy place – in a range of colours, from delicate tones 
and pastels to warm, dramatic, and bold shades. Our  
goal was to emphasise the stone’s materiality rather than 
attempt to flatten it, as the feeling should be natural 
above all.

“Porcelain worktops celebrate the unique properties  
of the material, embodying the natural elements of 
marble and stone, as well as the industrial aspects  
of concrete and metal. We refine the nuances of the  
finer details, which express the human touch evident  
in any Caesarstone work surface. Porcelain can achieve 
almost any desired natural look, as found in one  
material or another.”

Beyond aesthetics, there is functionality. Porcelain  
offers a surface that supplies maximum protection  
against scratches, chips, and stress cracks.

Thanks to a high-temperature production process, 
Caesarstone’s porcelain worktops are resistant to  
extreme heat, as well as UV, sunlight, and extreme 
weather conditions, making them particularly suitable  
for outdoor use. They are also stain resistant, easy to  
clean with just soap and water, and ensure almost 
effortless maintenance.

“Kitchen surfaces require a sense of robustness and 
longevity. Even the most dedicated followers of interior 
trends need to choose one they can enjoy for the next  
10 years. That’s why it is so important to select a worktop 
that delivers the perfect combination of uncompromising 
durability with timeless style.”

Reinventing surface design
Caesarstone Porcelain reinvents surface design, celebrating the unique properties  
of porcelain to embody the natural elements of marble and stone, and the industrial 
aspects of concrete and metal, expressing the world around us.

“Designing our new porcelain collection was like 
entering a theme park: thanks to our innovative use 
of this material, our customers can now opt for all 

the intricacies they wanted but could never previously 
enjoy in the same product. Now there are no limits.”

Mor Krisher 
Chief Designer
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501 Snowdrift

502 Sleet

503 Circa

504 Lumena

505 Archetta

506 Mirabel

510 Impermia

511 Smokestone

512 Transcenda

513 Striata

516 Locura

531 Libretta

533 Silverdrop

540 Monumental

580 Fume

A comprehensive suite of evocative Porcelain  
surfaces inspired by the limitless beauty of nature.

The extended Supernatural Collection marks an aesthetic milestone  
for contemporary surfaces, combining the spirit of nature with the 
improved performance of Caesarstone Porcelain.

The collection expresses the complexity, emotion and uniqueness  
of natural stone while delivering superior quality and durability.  
Taking inspiration from diverse geographies, cultures, architecture  
and interior trends, Caesarstone’s design team capture the timelessness  
of marble, granite, slate and travertine and interpret them for modern 
luxury lifestyles.

The collection showcases 15 new designs unique to Caesarstone with  
a breadth of tones and colourways. Ranging from the crisp, pure white  
of 501 Snowdrift, accentuated by delicate golden-brown veins that float 
across its misty base, to the deep midnight base of 511 Smokestone, 
characterised by its chalky flashes of white, adding dimension and 
direction, beautified by finer veining that dances in the background.

From the subtlety of 504 Lumena, to the striking impact of 513 Striata, 
that explores the geographic processes of weathering over millennia,  
the Supernatural Collection demonstrates the hallmark of the brand’s 
design prowess. A new reflection of the natural world, Porcelain offers  
a window to explore diverse motifs influenced by our continued search  
for inspiration in the external environment and the delicate craftmanship 
of human intervention.
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302 Metallio Black

410 Aluminous

411 Concritta

412 Beige Ciment

413 White Ciment

A diverse collection of Porcelain designs that celebrate 
the industrial aesthetic.

Caesarstone’s award-winning Metropolitan Collection is enhanced with  
the introduction of five new surfaces that offer designers and home-
owners increased opportunities to explore the urban look.

The next step in the brand’s creative reinterpretation of modernist  
industrial architecture, each of the designs offer an unpolished, ultra- 
rough interpretation of robust construction finishes and materials found  
in factories, industrial lofts and urban infrastructure. The Metropolitan 
Collection offers a captivating translation of authentic textures of raw 
manufacturing for both domestic and commercial environments.

Poured concretes are explored with a softer touch, with the cloud-toned, 
tactile 413 White Ciment, and the creamy 412 Beige Ciment, offering a 
rugged patina combined with an organic warmth. Metallic materials are 
also redefined in Caesarstone Porcelain; with the debut of 302 Metallio 
Black, an evocative design that evokes the transformative process of  
leads and iron when exposed to extreme heat with a smoky patina that  
floats across a graphite-toned base.

Each of these five designs represents Caesarstone’s continued pursuit of 
radical new experiences for interior environments, creating high performance 
surfaces with a tactility and blend of aesthetics that reflect new possibilities 
without compromising on the brand’s trusted performance.

The
Metropolitan 
Collection
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502 Sleet411 Concrita513 Striata 413 White Ciment410 Aluminous504 Lumena 506 Mirabel531 Libretta 503 Circa501 Snowdrift

Range Overview

302 Metallio Black580 Fume 510 Impermia511 SmokestoneH/URH/UR H/URH/UR

505 Archetta

H/URH/UR H/URH/URH/URH/UR H/URH/UR H/URH/UR

516 Locura130 Darma 512 Transcenda533 Silverdrop220 Magnate 540 Monumental412 Beige Ciment110 Whitenna H/UR H/UR H/UR H/UR H/URH/UR H/UR H/UR H/UR
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Price Group 03

Finish Key

H Honed

UR Ultra Rough



110 Whitenna

130 Darma

220 Magnate

Three elegant monochromatic shades that provide  
a classic foundation for any interior.

The Classico collection spans the limits of pure lightness and deepest 
darkness, with 110 Whitenna and 130 Darma, with a versatile dark slate 
offering in 570 Magnate.

Whitenna captures the stark essence of pure minimalism, used for  
interiors and exteriors that seek simplicity and functionality. Ideally  
suited for smaller rooms, Whitenna expands kitchen spaces and erases  
the boundaries in domestic design, achieving the most perfect white 
possible, whilst adapting to diverse applications like offices, food courts 
and lobbies, bringing a fresh hue to hospitality and architecture alike.

Darma’s intense contemporary black shade is enhanced by its unpolished, 
honed finish. Darma is perfect for sleek kitchens and bathrooms, as 
worktops and coverings, working equally well when contrasted by other 
materials in the home. On a larger scale, Darma casts a mysterious spell on 
fashionable eateries and commercial spaces, turning offices into landmarks, 
stores into flagships and transforming design hotels into places to be.

Magnate is a calm and fresh interpretation of slate that captures a  
younger spirit, its warm tone is an antidote to cold minimalism, acting  
like a natural form of concrete, organic in essence yet urban in style. 
Magnate’s base is stippled with small clay grains and dark grey flecks, 
mixed with lighter particles to recreate the fine coarseness of stone. Its 
organically textured Ultra Rough finish reflects a trend for tactile materials  
in interiors, in contemporary, urban-styled residential settings as well  
as lofts, bars and public areas of larger developments themed to the 
industrial aesthetic. 
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Surfaces  
for indoors 
and outdoors
High performance surfaces 
engineered for interior and 
exterior spaces

Caesarstone Porcelain has been designed  
for increased strength, aesthetic beauty  
and extreme heat resistance. With a blend  
of natural materials, our surfaces are resilient  
to the elements and UV resistant, making 
Caesarstone Porcelain surfaces the perfect 
foundation for both outdoor and indoor spaces.

More than ever before, we are looking for a 
closer connection to nature and the outside 
world, and in doing so, we are discovering  
the joys of outdoor living. As homeowners,  
we want to elevate our outdoor spaces, turning 
them into more permanent environments that 
can be enjoyed year-round, extending our  
living areas and enhancing our quality of life. 
From a fully equipped outdoor kitchen in a 
country garden to a sleek BBQ station on a city 
apartment terrace, or a sophisticated al fresco 
dining area in a suburban home, however you 
imagine your dream outdoor space, Caesarstone 
Porcelain will help you bring your vision alive.

Designed and tested to withstand the sun’s  
rays and the most extreme conditions year  
after year, our porcelain surfaces provide the 
answer for every homeowner’s desire to cook, 
dine and entertain from the comforts of their 
own outdoor space. With 23 designs, unique  
to Caesarstone, homeowners and designers  
are offered the versatility to design an exterior 
space that meets with their own personal style.
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Advantages
Std. size

160 cm x 320 cm 
(63” x 126”)

Caesarstone Porcelain surfaces  
come in one Standard size.

Thickness

1.2 cm

Std. slab weight

150-160kg /  
331-353 lbs

Weight / M2

27-31 kg /  
59-68 lbs

Our Slab Sizes

Eased Miter All Caesarstone slabs come with a standard engineered 
cut, ready for experienced fabricators to fabricate the 
surface to your specifications after cutting the perimeter. 
Your surface’s edge profile can be custom-designed by  
any fabricator in a variety of thicknesses that inspire your 
design. Choosing the right edge profile for your specific 
design style and aesthetic adds the all- important finishing 
touches to your surface and optimises your design. 

Available Edges

Honed

Smooth to the touch and soft on the eye, Honed finish 
offers a special organic luminosity. Its satin sheen reflects 
light, while retaining a special shine that penetrates the 
surface to highlight deeper dimensions. 

Ultra Rough

Our most tactile finish, Ultra Rough, is a breakthrough 
innovation designed exclusively to bring a unique granular 
touch to porcelain. By adding a dimension of materiality 
that is authentic to patinas found on crude rocks, natural 
marbles, and industrial metals or concrete, light reflected 
from each surface enhances its organic nuances while 
ensuring the highest durability for ease of care.

Our Finishes
Each porcelain surface has been crafted in one distinct finish, either Honed or Ultra Rough, to bring 
out the best in its design while ensuring it remains long-lasting without the need for sealant or wax.

Care and 
Maintenance

Virtually maintenance 
free, Caesarstone’s hard, 
nonporous surfaces are 
simple to clean and require 
no sealing to renew their 
lustre. In most cases, 
soap and water or a mild 
detergent is enough to 
keep your Caesarstone 
surfaces looking like new. 
If necessary, you can use 
a non-abrasive soft soap 
along with a non-scratch 
or delicate scrub pad. 
Afterwards, thoroughly 
clean with water to remove 
residue. Please note that 
Caesarstone finishes 
other than polished may 
require increased daily 
maintenance due to their 
distinctive appearance. 

Order Samples

Request samples by visiting 
caesarstone.co.uk/samples. 
Some variation in colour 
and pattern can occur. 
We always recommend 
viewing a full slab or 
product installation as part 
of your selection process. 
Samples represent only a 
small area of the overall 
colour scheme and may not 
be illustrative of the entire 
pattern, texture or tone 
that can occur across the 
full slab. Images, including 
illustrations of full slab 
patterns and colours can be 
found at caesarstone.co.uk

Quality Standards

Caesarstone has received 
worldwide recognition for 
its commitment to quality, 
safety and environmental 
standards. Each one of 
our surfaces is carefully 
inspected to ensure that 
it meets the highest level 
of international quality 
standards. Our surfaces 
come with a lifetime 
warranty on domestic 
installations and are backed 
by professional customer 
service and support. 

Warranty

For added peace of mind, 
Caesarstone products  
come with a lifetime 
Residential Warranty. 

Scratch Resistant 
Impressive scratch-resistance  

strength, not susceptible  
to scrapes or scuffs

Extreme-Heat Resistant 
Withstands very high  

temperatures and extreme  
weather conditions

Nonporous 
Incredibly impenetrable,  

dense, and resilient,  
for long-lasting quality

Stain Resistant 
Highly impenetrable surface  

that is nonporous, made to resit 
staining and easy to maintain

Indoor & Outdoor 
Resistant to UV exposure and  
extreme weather conditions,  

suitable for any space

Hygenic 
Nonporous, inhibits the growth  

of bacteria, mild, or mildew, 
remains safe and sanitary for 

ultimate cleanliness
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“Caesarstone Porcelain cuts like a dream. The 
material stays strong under the saw, and offers 
a quicker cutting process, reducing the cost of 

fabrication and installation for our clients”
UK Fabricator

Easy fabrication  
and reliable service
Caesarstone Porcelain has been engineered for a 
smooth, reliable and efficient fabrication process 
reducing the cost of installation for commercial  
projects and home-owners.

The unique properties of Caesarstone’s Porcelain Collection have been 
developed to offer worktop fabricators and stonemasons the smoothest  
of fabrication processes.

Unlike other porcelain, ceramic or sintered stone surfaces, Caesarstone 
Porcelain has been designed with a Fortified Frame for increased strength  
and durability. 

In addition, Caesarstone recognises that fabricators expect comprehensive 
guidance for the cutting, polishing and installation of its Porcelain surfaces, 
which is why we have updated our extensive Caesarstone University  
guidance information as part of our rigorous Master of Stone training  
and education programme.

Developed over decades of work with skilled stone fabricators, our  
Master of Stone programme includes detailed guides for working with 
Caesarstone Porcelain, and offers a detailed reference point for the 
worktop fabrication industry. 

Furthermore, in-market technical expertise is available should you require  
any further information on fabricating Caesarstone Porcelain.
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Some variation in colour and pattern can occur.  
We always recommend viewing a full slab or product 
installation as part of your colour selection process. 

Virtually maintenance free, Caesarstone’s hard, non-porous 
surfaces are simple to clean and require no sealing to  
renew their lustre. In most cases, soap and water or a mild 
detergent is enough to keep your Caesarstone surfaces 
looking like new. If necessary, you can use a non-abrasive 
soft soap along with a non-scratch or delicate scrub pad. 
Afterwards, thoroughly rinse with clean water to remove 
residue. Please note that Caesarstone finishes other than 
polished may require increased daily maintenance due to 
their distinctive appearance. 

Caesarstone is committed to the highest of environmental 
standards. For more information, consult our ESG report  
on the Caesarstone website. 

Quality and service 

Caesarstone has received worldwide recognition for its 
commitment to quality, safety and environmental standards. 
Each one of our surfaces is carefully inspected to ensure that 
it meets the highest level of international quality standards. 
Our surfaces come with a lifetime UK warranty on domestic 
installations and are backed by professional customer service 
and support. 

Request samples by visiting 

www.caesarstone.co.uk

UK Head Office, distribution  
centre and Studio

Unit 3, Navigation Park

Morson Road, Enfield

London, EN3 4NQ

Manchester distribution  
centre and Studio

Unit 38, Wheel Forge Way

Ashburton Point, Trafford Park

Manchester, M17 1EH

For all other enquiries  
please call us on

0208 216 6100

Visit Caesarstone.co.uk to see the full 
Quartz and Porcelain Collections  

Lifetime 
Warranty
Caesarstone Porcelain has been 
designed for longevity and  
comes with a lifetime warranty  
for complete peace of mind

We go beyond excellence, to give you the 
reassuring certainty that your surface remains 
safe, durable, and timelessly beautiful. 
Caesarstone’s lifetime warranty enables you  
to benefit from our full commitment to top 
quality porcelain surfaces.

With a long-established history of designing 
premium surfaces that last, we are here for  
the long-term. Caesarstone Porcelain is 
incredibly durable, offers timeless beauty,  
and exceptional post-sale service.

Whenever you choose a Caesarstone surface  
for the heart of your home, you are investing  
in a worktop that will last a lifetime. Our 
in-market technical team offer additional 
support for added reassurance.
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Surface innovators  
since 1987

Life in 
Stone


